VELD AND SEA
EXPERIENCES

Season dependent, we will adventure to the beach, forest, mountains, gardens or fynbos in
discovery of the exciting world of wild flavours Cape Town has on offer. Seaweeds, shellfish,
wild mushrooms, fragrant aromatic wild herbs, edible flowers and weeds, medicinal plants,
indigenous veg, seeds, roots and shoots – every season has something amazing on offer. A
private foraging experience is offered for up to sixteen people. Duration is 1-4 hours and can
include a welcome drink and wild flavoured snack, a foraging intro, a walk and talk and
gathering session, a mini cooking class, botanical cocktail creation session or a seasonal
inspired picnic.
Experience Type: Fynbos/Wild Herbs Forage and Interactive Lunch
Venue: The Veld and Sea Cabin and surrounding gardens and mountainside.
Duration: 3-4 hours
Costing: 2 guests R 3400. pp, 4 guests and up R1700. pp, 10 guests and up R680 pp.
What to expect: Each course is different according to the season and availability in the gardens
and the bush. Explore the gardens, discover and pick edible floral foods and fresh organic
vegetables. Forage for indigenous edible plants, learn how to sustainably harvest them, utilize
them in your kitchen, grow them in your garden and some of their medicinal properties. Learn
about wild herbs and how to preserve and prepare them. After snacks and a gathering tour we
will get creative in the foraging classroom kitchen and prepare and share a feast.
Experience Type: Coastal Forage and Interactive Lunch
Venue: Local Beach and The Veld and Sea Cabin
Duration: 3-4 hours
Costing: 2 guests R 3400. pp, 4 guests and up R1700. pp, 10 guests and up R680 pp.
What to expect: We will introduce you to some of our local edible seaweed, explore the magical
world of rock pools, meet like minded people, learn how to sustainably harvest and prepare your
macro-algae and shellfish, make various recipes together that will end in a feast. We will start off
the day meeting at the beach, and after an intro on the rocks we will make our way down around
the tidal pools where we will forage for edible seaweeds and mussels. This beautiful coastline is
abundant with food, but as we always forage sustainably we will be focusing only on the
seaweed that is prolific in the area and the invasive mussel species, stressing how to treat the
wildlife with respect.
After our morning on the rocks, we will head to the Veld and Sea classroom
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in Cape Point (a 5km drive from the beach) with our foraged food to prepare and create an
outdoor lunch banquet.
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Experience Type: Wild Flavoured Cooking Class
Venue: The Veld and Sea Cabin
Duration: 4 hours
Costing: 2 guests R 3400. pp, 4 guests and up R1700. pp, 10 guests and up R680 pp.
What to expect: Join us for a day of wild and local flavours, where we will introduce you to a
range of seasonal indigenous edible plants, flowers, herbs and wild fruit and explore how they
can be used in your every day cooking. In this sensory experience cooking class, we will
incorporate wild foraged and harvested ingredients into 4 delicious dishes cooked over a fire
while sipping on botanical cocktails/wild herbal teas with flower crowns, fairy lights, music and
magic. Our cooking class will be followed by a sit down meal together to enjoy our culinary
creations.
Experience Type: Wild Flavoured Pop-up Meal
Venue: The Veld and Sea Cabin
Duration: 2-3 hours
Costing: 2 guests R 3400. pp, 4 guests and up R1700. pp, 10 guests R680 pp.
What to expect: A once-off pop-up lunch or dinner where the season determines the menu,
dedicated to sustainable cuisine that will tantalize all of your senses. This interactive 5 course
meal experience will be created and curated by Roushanna Gray of Veld and Sea, using fresh
seasonal ingredients and locally produced products. Vegetables, herbs and wild foods will be
picked and prepared on site that day from the Good Hope Gardens vegetable gardens. Wild
herbs from the mountainside, seaweeds from the nearby coastline, edible flowers and local
artisan products will be included in the meal.
Experience Type: Wild Flavoured Picnic
Venue: The Veld and Sea Cabin and surrounding gardens
Duration: 1 hour Costing: R 1050. pp minimum of two guests required
What to expect: A delicious pre-foraged gourmet wild flavour picnic will be prepared for you
ahead of time, for you to enjoy at the Veld and Sea cabin or in the surrounding gardens.
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